In this paper, we loosen the zero equation of state of dark matter to a constant w dm . By using the currently available cosmic observations which include the type-Ia supernovae, the baryon acoustic oscillation, the WiggleZ measurements of matter power spectrum and the cosmic microwave background radiation from the firs release of Planck dat through the Markov chain Monte Carlo method, we found the equation of state of dark matter in 3σ regions: w dm = 0.000707 +0.000746+0.00146+0.00193 −0.000747−0.00149−0.00196 . The difference of the minimum χ 2 between the ΛCDM and ΛwDM models is ∆χ 2 min = 0.446 for one extra model parameter w dm . Although the currently available cosmic observations favor the ΛwDM mildly, no significant deviation from the ΛCDM model is found in 1σ regions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The firs release of Planck data improves the quality of cosmological data extraordinary [1] . It allows us to give a tighter constraint to the cosmological parameter space. And the cold dark matter plus a cosmological constant Λ, the so-called ΛCDM model, can almost agree with the most recent cosmic observations which include the type-Ia supernovae (SN), the baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) and the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) successfully at large scales. However, it has several potential problems on smaller scales [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . How to explain the discrepancies on large and small scales is currently still under debate [7] . The warm dark matter has been proclaimed as a potential solution to the small scale difficulties of cold dark matter [4, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . It leaves some space to an alternative to the cold dark matter model. The focus point is whether it is cold or warm. Actually, the hot dark matter was ruled out due to the difficulty in forming the observed large scale structure. To characterize the properties of warm dark matter, the equation of state w dm is an important indicator in a fluid perspective. And the value of w m should be determined by the cosmic observations. A significant nonzero value of w dm indicates the dark matter is warm rather than cold. In the literature, the equation of state of WDM was constrained by many groups under the assumption of a constant w dm , a time variable w dm with a cosmological constant or w = constant dark energy. For an example, please see [13] [14] [15] and references therein. See also Ref. [16] , in which the difficulties of the small scale behavior of warm dark matter were pointed out. If the dark matter is really warm the model parameters would be different even it were to have the same background evolution history as that of the ΛCDM model. A different large scale structure would form due to the different * lxxu@dlut.edu.cn perturbation evolutions. Therefore, the large scale structure information will be important to break degeneracies between model parameters and to determine the properties of dark matter which is the main part of the large scale structure of our Universe. We would also like to mention the particle side of dark matter; please see Ref. [17] for brief reviews.
Thanks to the measurements of WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey, a total 238, 000 galaxies in the redshift range z < 1 were measured. These galaxies were split into four redshift bins with ranges 0.1 < z < 0.3, 0.3 < z < 0.5, 0.5 < z < 0.7 and 0.7 < z < 0.9. The corresponding power spectrum in the four redshift bins was measured; for details, please see [18] . We estimate the nonlinear growth from a given linear growth theory power spectrum based on the principles of the halo model; actually the HALOFIT formula will be used in this paper [19] . At the scale of halo, the growth of halos depends on the local physics, and not on the details of precollapse matter and the large scale distribution of matter. Thus, in the nonlinear regime the growth depends only on the nonlinear scale, the slope and curvature of the power spectrum [20] . In this paper, we loosen the constraint to a zero equation of state and investigate the simplest model for dark matter, i.e. the one with a constant w dm . Therefore, the main information is stored in the matter power spectrum. Also we assume the HALOFIT formula is still suitable for this case, though the formula would be modified due to the free-streaming of warm dark matter [21] . By a combination of CMB, SDSS BAO, SN and WiggleZ, the EoS of dark matter will be tested. As results, we did not find significant deviation from w dm = 0 in 1σ regions.
Actually, this simplest form dark matter was already constrained by using 580 SN, CMB shift parameter R and BAO distance parameter A [15] (see also in Refs. [13, 14] ), in which a time variable equation os state of dark matter was also considered. The authors of Ref. [14] discussed the degeneracies between model parameters extensively and found the equation os state of dark matter in the range of 1 − 2σ regions w dm = 0.0007 +0.0021+0.0041 −0.0021−0.0042 by using the data combination of WMAP5+SDSS+SNLS. It implies the cold dark matter w dm = 0 is compatible in the 1σ region. As a revisit to the work of Ref. [14] and a comparison to the work of Ref. [15] , here we will use the full information of CMB, which includes the recently released Planck data sets, which include the high-l TT likelihood (CAMSpec) up to a maximum multipole number of l max = 2500 from l = 50; the low-l TT likelihood (lowl) up to l = 49; and the low-l TE, EE, BB likelihoods up to l = 32 from WMAP9; the data sets are available on line [22] . For the SN data points as "standard candles", the luminosity distances will be employed. In this paper, we keep to use the SNLS3 which consists of 472 SN calibrated by SiFTO and SALT2; for details, please see Ref. [23] . Although the photometric calibration of the SNLS and the SDSS Supernova Surveys were improved [24] , they are still unavailable publicly. For the BAO data points as "standard ruler", we use the measured ratio of D V /r s , where r s is the comoving sound horizon scale at the recombination epoch, and D V is the "volume distance" which is defined as
where D A is the angular diameter distance. Here the BAO measurements from WiggleZ are not included, as they come from the same galaxy sample as the P (k) measurement. Because the full information of CMB and WiggleZ power spectrum is employed, a tiger constraint is expected. Our results will show that it is indeed the case. The plan of this paper is as follows: in Sec. II, we present the main background evolution and perturbation equations for dark matter with an arbitrary equation os state. In Sec. III, the constrained results are presented via the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. Section IV is the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND AND PERTURBATION EQUATIONS
The equation os state of dark matter is given as
The Friedmann equation for a spatially flat FRW universe reads
where
2 pl H 2 are the present dimensionless energy densities for the radiation, the baryon, the dark matter and the cosmological constant respectively, where Ω dm + Ω r + Ω b + Ω Λ = 1 is respected for a spatially flat universe.
In this paper, the dark matter is taken as a perfect fluid with a constant equation os state, and then in the synchronous gauge the perturbation equations of density contrast and velocity divergence for the dark matter are written aṡ
following the notations of Ma and Bertschinger [25] , in which the definition of the adiabatic sound speed
is used. Here the equations are also ready for a general form of dark matter. When the equation os state of a pure barotropic fluid is negative, the imaginary adiabatic sound speed can cause instability of the perturbations. To overcome this problem, one can introduce an entropy perturbation and assume a positive or null effective speed of sound. Following the work of Ref. [26] , the nonadiabatic stress or entropy perturbation can be separated out
which is gauge independent. In the rest frame of dark matter, the entropy perturbation is specified as
where c 2 s,ef f is the effective speed of sound. Transforming into an arbitrary gauge
gives a gauge-invariant form for the entropy perturbations. By using Eqs (7,) (8) and (9), one can recast Eqs. (4), and (5) into
For the dark matter, we assume the shear perturbation σ dm = 0 and the adiabatic initial conditions. Actually, the effective speed of sound c 2 s,ef f is another freedom to describe the microscale property of dark matter in addition to the equation os state. And, we should take it as another free model parameter. The sound speed determines the sound horizon of the fluid via the equation l s = c s,ef f /H. The fluid can be smooth or cluster below or above the sound horizon l s respectively. If the sound speed is smaller, the perturbation of the fluid can be detectable on large scale. In turn the clustering fluid can influence the growth of density perturbations of matter, large scale structure and evolving gravitational potential which generates the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effects. The dark matter is responsible to formation of the large scale structure of our Universe, so we assume the effective speed of sound c 2 s,ef f = 0 in this work.
III. CONSTRAINED RESULTS
To obtain the equation os state of dark matter from the currently available cosmic observations, we use the MCMC method which is efficient in the case of more parameters. We modified the publicly available cosmoMC package [27] to include the perturbation evolutions of dark matter with a general form of equation os state according to the Eqs. (10) and (11) . We adopted the seven-dimensional parameter space
the priors for the model parameters are summarized in Table I . Furthermore, the hard-coded prior on the comic age 10Gyr < t 0 < 20Gyr is also imposed. Also, the new Hubble constant H 0 = 72.0 ± 3.0kms
[28] is adopted. The pivot scale of the initial scalar power spectrum k s0 = 0.05Mpc −1 is used in this paper.
After running eight chains for every cosmological model with different values of w dm on the Computing Cluster for Cosmos, we show the obtained results in Table I. This result is compatible with the previous results as shown in Refs. [13] [14] [15] ; however a tighter constraint was obtained due to the high quality of current cosmic observational data points and the inclusion of WiggleZ measurements of the power spectrum. For comparison, by using the same data sets combination, the model parameters of the ΛCDM model were also obtained as shown in Table I and Fig. 3 . The difference of the minimum χ 2 between the ΛCDM and ΛwDM models is ∆χ 2 min = 0.446 for one extra model parameter w dm . Although the currently available cosmic observations favor the ΛwDM mildly, no significant deviation from ΛCDM model is found in 1σ regions.
To show the effects of w dm on the matter power spectra, we fix the other relevant model parameters to their mean values as given in Table I and vary the values of w dm from the negative to the positive. Their effects on the matter power spectrum due to different values of w dm are shown in Fig. 4 , where the redshift is fixed to z = 0.
The constrained result showed the values of w dm is very close to the cold dark matter w dm = 0; then the linear matter power spectra of them will not be too different as expected. As shown in Fig. 4 , larger negative values of w dm move the matter and radiation equality to later times and oscillate the matter power spectra (blue, dotted line). And large positive values of w dm move the matter and radiation equality to earlier times and increase the matter power spectrum. Therefore it can be easily understood that hot dark matter is ruled out due to the significant difference on the observations of the large scale structure of our Universe.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the constraints to the equation of state of dark matter by using the currently available cosmic observational data sets, which include the CMB of the first 15.5 months from Planck, SNLS3, SDSS BAO and WiggleZ measurements of power spectrum. The previous results were updated. We have found that the latest data provide the constraints w dm = 0.000707 +0.000746 −0.000747 at 95% C.L.. This result is compatible with the previous results, but a relative tighter constraint was obtained due to the high quality of the currently available data points. The difference of the minimum χ 2 between the ΛCDM and ΛwDM models is ∆χ 2 min = 0.446 for one extra model parameter w dm . Although the currently available cosmic observations favor the ΛwDM mildly, no significant deviation from the ΛCDM model is found in the 1σ region. Table I .
